Xavier Lip Dub Challenge

Welcome to the 2020 Xavier University Lip Dub Challenge! We hope that you get creative and have fun with this challenge, and remember that every member of the winning team receives $100 and every member of the second place team receives $50! Below are rules and guidelines to help you create your lip dub, submit your video, and vote for your favorite lip dubs!

1. Form your team! **Teams can be no bigger than four people.**
2. Pick your song. We will not upload lip dubs that feature excessive swearing and offensive language, so please keep this in mind.
3. One of the hardest parts of the Lip Dub Challenge is going to be following social distancing norms. Students on camera must follow all of Xavier’s guidelines around COVID-19. Please refer to the Return To Campus website. Creativity is going to be key!
4. Film your lip dub video! Costumes, props, and different locations will help your music video stand out, so get creative. For locations, you cannot access any spaces or locations on campus where you are not permitted to be – it will disqualify you. For example, filming on the roof of a building or on top of Bellarmine Chapel – all places where students would not normally go. You also are not limited to filming just on campus but you must follow all laws/ordinances and be safe wherever you film! This challenge is meant to be fun, not daredevil/risky.
5. Once your lip dub has been edited, upload it to Google Drive or Dropbox and email xuinvolvement@xavier.edu the link. In your e-mail, please specific the names of each team member. **Deadlines to submit videos is 8:00 PM on Saturday, August 22nd.**
6. Vote for your favorite lip dubs on Sunday, August 23rd. Find all submitted and approved lip dubs on our YouTube page (youtube.com/xustudentinvolvement). Then, go to the polls page on EngageXU and vote for your favorite! **Voting is open from 12:00 PM – 6:00 PM.**
7. We will announce the first and second place winners on Instagram, so make sure to follow us at @xuinvolvement to stay updated.

If you have any questions about the lip dub challenge, please email them to xuinvolvement@xavier.edu. We’re excited to see what you create!